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Connecting Squirrel Hill and Homestead
Helen Wilson

“The Sutch family had a farm on Squirrel Hill. In the valley below they had a ferry that took passengers across the Monongahela River. A horse-drawn hearse was being taken across the river when a lightning storm came up. The horses balked
and jumped into the river, taking with them the hearse with the coffin. When the lawsuits were finished, both the farm and
the ferry were gone. This happened prior to the construction of the Homestead Bridge in 1936.”
This story was related by a Sutch descendant, who added that so far the family has not found any corroborating evidence to
validate the tale. They did find Andrew M. Sutch listed as ferry master of Salt Works ferry in Pittsburgh business directories
from 1881 until 1886, but from 1887 to 1899 he is listed as a farmer, with no further mention of the ferry.
The Monongahela River had long been a formidable barrier to cross for travelers coming from Virginia and Maryland.
Before the first dams were built in the mid-1800s, water levels fluctuated wildly. In dry spells the river was so low it could be
forded. When General Braddock marched his troops to Fort Duquesne in 1755, they forded the river twice for strategic reasons, the second time near the mouth of Turtle Creek. The site is memorialized on the train ride at Kennywood Park, where
riders can look across the river to see the broad plain where Braddock’s army met its defeat shortly after it crossed the river.
Fording the river was not easy, even in dry weather, but in wet weather it was impossible. In spring, water levels rose
from melting snow in the mountains upstream. Dangerous blocks of ice filled the river when ice jams broke up. If the river
froze solid enough in winter, travelers might try to walk across, but cracks in the ice could result in a cold dip in the frigid
water. As late as 1895, when the first bridge connecting Squirrel Hill and Homestead was being constructed, an attempt was
made to bring lumber across the ice in sleds pulled by horses. The ice gave, and one of the horses drowned. The plan was
abandoned.
A bridge across the Monongahela from Squirrel Hill to Homestead was sorely needed. Bridge-building technology improved rapidly in the 1800s, so the idea became feasible. Captain Samuel S. Brown, a wealthy Squirrel Hill entrepreneur
who owned a vast number of coal mines, coke works, and steamships in the mid-1800s, saw there was profit to be made
in building a bridge and assembled a group of investors to finance it. Electric trolley lines were being laid all around the
Pittsburgh area in the late 1800s. Captain Brown and his associates figured that connecting the bustling industrial centers of
Pittsburgh and Homestead with a trolley bridge would be a profitable venture.
The building of a bridge by private investors was not unusual in the 1800s. Most of Pittsburgh’s early bridges were privately owned and their upkeep paid for by tolls. The last remaining privately owned toll bridge in the region is the Newell
Bridge in East Liverpool, Ohio. It offers a glimpse into that bygone era.

This picture of Brown’s Bridge is from The Bridges of Pittsburgh by Joseph White, © 1928.

Electric trolley lines were also privately owned and very competitive. Different companies had their own routes, tracks
and power stations. Captain Brown contracted with two electric trolley companies to run their tracks across his bridge. An
article in the Homestead News stated, “One of the things which made the erection of the bridge possible at this time was
the construction of the Schenley Park & Highland and the Homestead & Highland electric railway lines, … which early
concluded a bridge privilege, which it is stated pays the interest upon investment.”
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The trolley line in Squirrel Hill ran from Forbes to Murray to Hazelwood
Avenue and then down what is now Browns Hill Road to Old Browns Hill
Road to the bridge, avoiding contact with Saline Street, which went down
to the river to the east. Some of the old road alignment leading to the
bridge can still be seen on Old Browns Hill Road. No trace of the bridge
itself remains except for an abutment on the Squirrel Hill side. An interesting side note is that as the trolleys approached the bridge they crossed
over Second Avenue, which at that time continued east towards Braddock
along the riverbank.

The other trolley line ran parallel to the railroad tracks in Homestead.
Before the bridge was built, riders who wanted to go to Pittsburgh’s East
End from Homestead had to take the trolley all the way to the South Side,
cross the river near the Point, and take another trolley east out of town. A
very long ride!

The abutment of Brown’s Bridge is in the upper left
next to the railroad tracks. The road on the right was
once part of Second Avenue.

The coming of the trolleys changed the way people worked and played. Now they didn’t have to find jobs within walking
distance of their homes. On days off they could ride along what were advertised as scenic vistas to enjoy themselves away
from the pollution of the mills in forested city parks or at the new amusement parks springing up to lure riders to fill the
trolleys on weekends.
The new bridge did more than allow Homestead commuters easier access to the East End of Pittsburgh. City Farms Station
at the end of the bridge on the Squirrel Hill side enabled them to connect with passenger trains traveling east to Braddock
and west along the riverbank to Hazelwood and Downtown.
Brown’s Bridge, also called the Homestead & Highland Bridge, opened in 1895. The 1,300-foot truss bridge with five
spans cost $150,000 to build. It rose 54 feet above water level. Newspaper reports of the day called it a “handsome” structure.
As handsome as the bridge was, problems began to surface in the early 1900s. The bridge was becoming obsolete. Its
low river clearance and four stone piers in the water impeded river traffic. Access to the bridge on the Homestead side
was difficult because of the busy railroad tracks that had to be crossed to get to the bridge. The tracks at the Waterfront are
busy today. They were even busier a hundred years ago, when passenger trains shared the tracks with freight trains. Fortytwo passenger trains and 139 freight trains came through every day, which closed the crossings for about two hours a day.
People risked life and limb trying to dodge the
trains. Newspaper articles gave lurid accounts
of people being maimed or killed. On the Squirrel Hill side, the approach to the bridge on Old
Browns Hill Road was steep and circuitous. The
bridge itself became a problem. It had been built
for horse-drawn vehicles and electric trolleys,
but the advent of automobiles in the early years
of the twentieth century increased traffic on the
bridge and posed dangers because the lanes were
only nine feet wide. A Homestead News article
stated that around 3,000 automobiles and trolleys
crossed the bridge daily. It is interesting that in
the 1930s one reason put forth for a new bridge
was that it would make getting to the Allegheny
County Airport easier. The age of automobiles
and airplanes had dawned.

This picture of both bridges is from the November 19, 1937, issue of the
Homestead Daily Messenger.

To make matters worse, the bridge was not
maintained. Newspapers reported on its deteriorating condition, detailing accounts of trolleys
jumping the tracks, nearly pitching passengers
into the river, and automobiles breaking through
the rotten wooden bridge planks. Brown’s Bridge
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simply could not handle the increasing traffic demands. The City of Pittsburgh bought
the bridge in 1915, abolished the tolls, and
put up money to make repairs. But the bridge
was still woefully inadequate.

Calls for a new bridge began as early as
1919, but the problems involved in building a new bridge were immense. Finding the
money to pay for it was one concern. Another was the engineering difficulties of building a higher, wider and stronger structure.
The unprecedented engineering problems
called for unprecedented solutions. In an article from the Pittsburgh Press in 1987 celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Homestead High-Level Bridge, an engineer who
worked on it remembered engineers “struggling for two years with never-tested theoThe Homestead Grays Bridge today. A Wichert Truss is on the right.
ries and never-used procedures” to design it.
Before the computer age, figuring out the complicated forces on long spans was extremely difficult. The article says the
solution was the Wichert self-adjusting truss, patented by Pittsburgh engineer E. M. Wichert, which has rhomboid-shaped
hinged assemblies at bridge supports that allow each continuous span to flex independently. It was state of the art in 1936.
The new Pittsburgh-Homestead High Level Bridge took two years to build and opened in 1937. The name “High Level”
is significant. The bridge soared over the railroad tracks, ending the nightmare of crossing them. Its one pier in the river and
increased height eased river transportation problems caused by the old Brown’s Bridge’s four piers and low clearance. It had
four lanes, rare when most bridges had two lanes, attesting to the importance of the connection between the bustling steel
town of Homestead and the industrial center of Pittsburgh.
At the time it opened, the new bridge was one of the longest bridges in the Pittsburgh area. Its total length, including the
approach spans, is 4,200 feet. The bridge itself is 3,100 feet long, almost two and a half times longer than Brown’s Bridge.
When it was built it had trolley tracks on it. (Some people still remember swerving to avoid the trolley tracks that remained
on Browns Hill Road long after the last trolleys were gone.) The pier in the river is founded on rock more than 47 feet beneath the pool and rises 44 feet above the pool at full elevation. The height of the bridge from river level is 129 feet. The
bridge has a grade of 3 percent, which means it rises three feet for every 100 feet of length. On the Squirrel Hill side, the
road to the bridge, now Browns Hill Road, was widened by making a deep cut of 45 feet through the hill. Imogene Street
had to be relocated and improved so that the new road would not cut off access to the houses on it.
The bridge was built by the newly formed Allegheny County Authority. George S. Richardson, a noted American bridge
engineer, was chief engineer. At the time the bridge was being built, the Great Depression was on. The bridge was a Works
Progress Administration (WPA) project that provided jobs for men who desperately needed work. It is still owned by the
County.
In 2002 the Homestead High-Level Bridge was given a new name, Homestead Grays Bridge, to honor the well-known
Negro League baseball team that played during the first half of the 20th century. The grand old bridge has undergone several
rehabilitations, the last in time to make it almost like new for its 75th anniversary in 2012. With proper maintenance the great
bridge will last well past its 100th birthday in 2037.

